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A hyper flexible rooftop performance and 
exhibition space in experimental Chai 
Wan, Hong Kong's most culturally vibrant 
district, provides local and international 
artists with even more room to move. 
NICOLE KEATS reports.

ROOM TO MOVE

C 
hai Wan, a former 
industrial hub located 
in the east of hong Kong 
island, is unlike other developing 

areas of the densely populated administrative 
region. large spaces with cheaper rents–for 
hong Kong at least–and good public transport 
access are proving attractive to the city's edgier 
artists, performers, curators, gallerists, and 
restaurateurs. as a result, the area is rapidly 
turning–albeit in an natural, grassroots kind 
of way–into hong Kong's newest and most 
interesting cultural hub.

it is in this environment that tom meganck 
and leslie Van eyck found the ideal location 
for their young arts company, Wing, and 
performance, exhibition, and event venue, 
Wing loft. the space occupies the top floor 
of a towering former industrial high-rise, a 
building type that is ubiquitous in hong Kong 
but rare elsewhere, in the heart of chai Wan. 
it boasts a large outdoor terrace, two indoor 
performance areas with associated back-of-
house services such as dressing rooms and an 
archive, a kitchen, offices and meeting rooms, 

bathrooms, and a rooftop stage and events 
area. large windows and lots of outdoor access 
ensure stunning views of the harbour and 
surrounding buildings are maximised. "it's a 
place for nurturing artists from hong Kong and 
also from abroad who'd like to have a platform 
to try new things in a new environment," says 
Van eyck.

after first visiting the space, which was 
being put up for sale by the previous owners, in 
July 2013, it was not until september of the same 
year that meganck and Van eyck decided to buy 
it. the purchase was completed in december 
2013, and renovations began at the end of 
march last year. given the extent of changes 
needed in the space, it was necessary to remove 
all interior walls and even the existing floors. 
"We brought the space back to a bare shell," says 
meganck. in keeping with the future use of the 
space, in January 2014, while the demolition was 
taking place, Van eyck and meganck invited a 
dancer from france to perform in what would 
soon become Wing loft. that evening, in 
a breaking ground-like gesture, "we broke 
through one of the walls," Van eyck says.

PhotograPhy by dennis lo designs
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(This page) the main 
performance stage of the 
loft features a hardwood 
floor and a seating area by 
a huge window which takes 
advantage of the stunning 
views of the city and the 
harbour (above). Wing loft 
entrance, with terrace to the 
right and kitchen feature 
adorned with brass to the 
left (below). (Previous pages) 

a view of Wing loft from 
above, with the surrounding 
neighbourhood revealed. 
(Photography: Ramon Van Der 

Heijden). Vintage saarinen 
tulip chairs surround 
the dining table in the 
foreground. the dining table 
opens up to the large terrace 
feature.

meganck and Van eyck contacted five 
architectural companies and asked them 
to submit a tender for the project. of those 
five companies, one was hong Kong-based 
laboratory for explorative architecture & 
design (lead), their tender headed by Kristof 
crolla and Julien Klisz. "i thought (lead) 
were the most creative of the companies," says 
meganck. "Kristof was quite open." the multi-
award winning firm has a history of working 
on ground-breaking or challenging projects 
in hong Kong, such as the temporary public 
architectural installation, the golden moon, 
which was built for hong Kong's 2012 mid-
autumn festival lantern Wonderland, or 2011 
design for the shine flagship fashion store in 
causeway bay.

during the concept and planning stages 
for Wing loft, lead worked closely 
with belgium-based dhooge & meganck 

ingenieur-architecten, who were brought onto the project through 
a family connection with clients meganck and Van eyck. "(the two 
firms) had a different background, but i think in the end they were quite 
complimentary; they worked very closely together and tried to find the 
best use of the space," says meganck. "there were dozens of iterations (of 
the plans) before we ended up at the final one," says crolla, "which is very 
simple and very minimal in its configuration, but very maximal in the 
types of usabilities and programmes that can take place."

Wing loft is flexible and full of surprises: walls and shutters slide in 
and out of use, ensuring most rooms can expand or contract in size; stage 
lighting is hidden in cupboards or on top of wall features; and materials 
and building techniques rarely seen in hong Kong infuse the space with a 
sense of warmth, comfort, and character. "tom and leslie are very much 
into design and art: they have a very good sense of quality, taste, colour, 
and materials," crolla explains. "they were dream clients." sanded and 
varnished brass panelling, for example, stretches from the entrance way 
around the front of the kitchen and through to the back wall of the main 
performance area. "over time, it will slowly start to weather down and 
because of that it will give more personality to the project," crolla explains. 
"it catches the light very beautifully when there's a performance as well."

WING Loft is flexible and 
full of surprises: walls and 
shutters slide in and out of 
use, ensuring most rooms 
can expand or contract in 
size; stage lighting is hidden 
in cupboards or on top of wall 
features; and materials and 
building techniques rarely 
seen in Hong Kong infuse 
the space with a sense 
of warmth, comfort, and 
character.
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(Clockwise from top left) the second performance space/meeting 
room as viewed from behind the artWall. the pattern milled 
into the wooden panels shine through on both sides of the wall. 
these multi-flexible spaces, which currently function as offices, 
could also be used as bedrooms should regulations on residential 
living in the area change. nighttime is when the unique 
features of the custom artWall, which was pioneered by project 
architects lead, really shine. both the left and right sides of 
the loft open up onto a large terrace, which features a built in 
barbecue for outdoor entertaining.  

Project Name

WING Loft

LocatioN

UNIt 2, 21f, ChaI WaN INdUstrIaL CIty 

Phase II, 70 WING taI rd, ChaI WaN, hoNG 

KoNG

Program

eveNt sPaCe

cLieNt

tom meGaNCK & LesLIe vaN eyCK

DesigN

Laboratory for exPLoratIve 

arChIteCtUre & desIGN Ltd. (Lead) G/f 

1 taI oN terraCe, sheUNG WaN,  hoNG 

KoNG s.a.r.

WWW.L-e-a-d.Pro

DesigN team

KrIstof CroLLa & JULIeN KLIsz (Lead)

coNcePt DesigN

Lead I.C.W. dhooGe & meGaNCK 

INGeNIeUr-arChIteCteN bvba

geNeraL coNtractor

yat sING deCoratIoN eNGINeerING Ltd

sPeciaList coNtractor FiNs

e t eNGINeerING Ltd

PhotograPhy

deNNIs Lo desIGNs

Laboratory for exPLoratIve 

arChIteCtUre & desIGN Ltd.

DroNe PhotograPhy

ramoN vaN der heIJdeN
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the large wall that separates the secondary performance space from 
the open plan entertaining area is dubbed the artWall by lead. inspired 
by traditional asian paper lanterns and screens, the firm created an 
art work made up of sweeping patterns that mimic the movement of a 
performer. they turned the pattern into computer code, translated the 
code into machine operations, and milled the art work into a huge panel 
made from numerous layers of differently coloured wood backed with 
mirror glass, acrylic, and shoji paper. light can penetrate through either 
side of the artWall without compromising the privacy of the respective 
spaces.

furniture in the space, whether built-in or free-standing, has to be 
able to be easily shifted around in order to ensure the space adapts to the 
different kinds of events, exhibitions, and performances Wing loft 
is destined to host. the dining chairs–vintage saarinen tulip chairs 
inherited from Van eyck's parents and repainted–are light and easy to 
move, and the long, custom-made table on the terrace is set on a pivot 
that allows it to be pushed up against the balcony wall or positioned at a 
90 degree angle against it depending on need. many of the fixtures and 
fittings–such as most of the lighting, and the bathroom and kitchen taps–
were up-cycled from the interior that existed in the space before Van eyck 
and meganck began their renovation, and touches of the couple's homeland 
are also present in the space, lamps that are the work of belgian artist Jos 
devriendt, for example.

They turned the pattern into computer code, 
translated the code into machine operations, 
and milled the art work into a huge panel 
made from numerous layers of differently 
coloured wood backed with mirror glass, 
acrylic, and shoji paper.
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While residential occupation of spaces is currently prohibited in chai 
Wan, there are hopes that the area will be re-zoned in coming years as the 
need to find more space becomes paramount in overcrowded hong Kong. 
the hyper mould-able design of Wing loft means that it could also 
accommodate family life should the zoning in the area change. "a lot of 
people are hoping or speculating, but it's been on the table for years now, 
that maybe these industrial spaces are going to be reassigned or re-zoned 
into potential housing," explains crolla. "this project is hoping that in a 
few years things might move in that direction, and then this could become 
a very different type of space." 

(This page, above) roof view of 
terrace with chai Wan in the 
background. the long custom 
table in the foreground moves 
on a pivot, and (right) roof 
view of terrace with chai 
Wan in the background. 
the long custom table in 
the foreground moves on a 
pivot. (Photography: Laboratory 

for Explorative Architecture 

& Design Ltd). (Below) the 
terrace at night, with a view 
of the artWall and the main 
performance space. Planters 
at the top and bottom of the 
wall encourage greenery to 
envelope the walls over time.
(Previous page, from top) the 
meeting room also doubles as 
a second indoor performance 
space. the custom artWall 
can be opened or closed 
depending on need. a 
changing room behind the 
second performance space/
meeting room. the italian 
sicis mosaic tiles were 
hand-selected by loft owners 
tom meganck and leslie 
Van eyck.     
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